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CÔTE RÔTIE THE PLACE

The history
Côte Rôtie translates into ‘Roasted Slope’, and anyone that has visited this stretch of hillside to the south of Vienne during the summer
months will be able to vouch for just how roasted it can get. There have been vines here since the days of the Phocaeans (sea faring
Greeks that ‘discovered’ and populated Mediterranean France around 600BC) but viticulture really got going during the days of the
Roman Empire. In the early years AD, Vienne became a thriving commercial hub as the capital of mid-Gaul. It was around this time
that vineyard plantings became much more serious and a winemaking industry sprang up to service the Roman garrisons that would
regularly be in town. Thanks to its status as the best of Vienne’s local wines, ‘Vinum Picatum’ (as Côte Rôtie was then known) found its
way back to Rome where, as the first Gallic wine to make it that far, it had a cache and reputation befitting a quality product of such
exotic origin. As the Roman legions moved north to Lyon and then disappeared altogether, Picatum faded from the scene and spent
the next 1500 years languishing in all but local obscurity.
By the mid-1800s the wine emerged from the shadows as literary figures bestowed on it the name of Côte Rôtie and lauded its
concentration and complexity. But just as things were starting to look up for the vignerons of the Côte, disaster struck in 1880 with
the arrival of Phylloxera. Within two years most of the vines were destroyed and as they were replanted over the next 20 years, many
landowners turned to polyculture in order to make ends meet. The rows of cherry trees and apricots were essential for farmers trying
to make ends meet while they waited for the Syrah vines to bear wine-worthy fruit.
Then things got worse. The Great War started in 1914 and robbed France of an entire generation of young (and not so young) men,
hitting the Rhône Valley particularly hard as the number of monuments continues to testify. The particularly hard farming conditions on
Côte Rôtie meant that without a steady supply of strong, fit young men, many plots of vines fell in to a state of disrepair and neglect.
When WWII started the locals must have thought they were cursed and by 1949 their wine was commanding just 1franc per litre - the
same price as vin ordinaire from France’s other major regions.
Slowly but surely things began to improve and, as the 1970s began, the wines of Côte Rôtie were back on the agenda of Parisian
connoisseurs. This brought the appellation (official from 1940) to the attention of importers in the major wine drinking countries and
before long the wines of Etienne and (his son) Marcel Guigal were getting noticed. It was the Guigal wines, with the enthusiastic praise
of Robert Parker attached to them, that really established Côte Rôtie as a top flight appellation that could finally rival Hermitage, its
more famous cousin to the south.
The terroir
Today the vineyard area is close to 250ha, up from just 70ha at the beginning of the 70s thanks to the raft of new plantings that
took place following the emergence of Guigal as an internationally famous domaine. Perhaps the most striking thing about Côte Rôtie’s
terroir is the steepness of the slopes - as much as 60° in some places and among the steepest viticultural land in the world. This
aspect gives the vines superb exposure to the sun, with most of the vines facing south or south-east. Of course, this could very easily
lead to over exposure, which makes the cold wind that blows down the valley essential for keeping the grapes cool.

Many of the vineyards are terraced and working them is a laborious and energy sapping task making helicopters are a regular feature
around here. They are used to spray the vineyards, a task that is done much quicker and, surprisingly, cheaper from the air. The soil
make-up is predominantly granitic sand, on a gneiss base in the south of the appellation around Tupin and a schist base on the slopes
behind Ampuis and to the north. Throughout, these base soils are heavily fractured, giving the vines ample room to burrow deep into
the rock.
In the prime sectors of Côte Rôtie there are further terroir nuances that give different characteristics to wines from specific areas and
lieu dits. The most famous are two of the côtes (hillsides), ‘Brune’ and ‘Blonde’. Côte Brune’s soils are rich in clay and iron oxide, giving
the wines more structure and power, while the limestone soils of Côte Blonde impart a fragrant elegance to the wines. The Blondes
are often said to be more expressive in their youth while the Brunes have the capacity to age superbly, but it has traditionally been
felt that a blend of the two gives the best representation of Côte Rôtie. One of the many stories behind the names dates back to a
legend from medieval times, when the local baron that owned the land had two beautiful daughters - you guessed it, one was blond
and the other was a brunette. When the Baron bequeathed a slope to each of the daughters, they were named by the locals in each
of the girl’s honours. The fact that Côte Blonde gives expressive and voluptuous wines that are delicious in their youth, but fade with
age; while Côte Brune yields wines of hidden depths that improve with age - is apparently just a coincidence and nothing to do with
each daughter’s character.

CÔTE RÔTIE THE PRODUCERS
Jean Michel Gerin
Gerin was one of the young charges in the 90s that followed the Guigal lead and turned his family domaine
into a source of high quality, modern styled wines that had far more concentration than those of his father,
Alfred. At the turn of the millennium he was the President of the local syndicat of growers and is now one
of the senior figures in the region.
Tonight we will taste the 2001 ‘Champin Le Seigneur’ cuvée, which is a blend of parcels on the Côte Brune
and Blond. It includes 10% Viognier and was aged for 11 months in 60% new oak.
René Rostaing
The son-in-law of Côte Rôtie legend Albert Dervieux (33 years as President of the syndicat), Rostaing
used to work in property and owned under 1ha of vines before he inherited over his wife’s family estate in
1990. One of the most thoughtful and open minded vignerons (not to mention able) in the Rhône Valley,
Rostaing is renowned for combining the best of his father-in-law’s traditional techniques with modern ideas.
Tonight we will taste his top wine, a cuvée from the La Landonne vineyard. It is aged for 24months in 30%
new oak, but is 100% Syrah and usually has 50% of the stems retained.
Clusel-Roch
Gilbert Clusel’s grandparents were landowners on Côte Rôtie, but were among the farmers that took to
planting a multitude of crops when times were hard. Their son René decided that viticulture was the way
forward and replanted a lot of their land to vines and this work was continued by Gilbert and his wife
Bridgette. Their estate now totals just over 3.5ha.
Tonight we will taste the 2000 vintage of their ‘Cuvée Classique’, which is an assemblage of 96% Syrah
and 4% Viognier. It is matured for 24months in oak barrels, 15% are new, before bottling without filtration.
Michel & Stéphane Ogier
Until the start of the 1980s this 8ha domaine (3 of which are on Côte Rôtie) was one of the many that
sold all of its crop to the big negociants. Since Michel took control of his own destiny the wines have gone
on to become some of the most respected in the appellation and now that his talented son Stéphane is
taking the reigns, the future looks bright. Their top cuvée is called ‘Belle Héléne’, but tonight we will taste
the 1998 regular Côte Rôtie. The wine is a blend of parcels with 70% of the fruit coming from the Côte
Blond. It spent 18months maturing in oak, 30% of which was new barrels.
Delas Frères
More famous for their Hermitage bottlings, the small negociant Delas Frères was established in 1836,
but since 1993 has been owned by Champagne house Louis Roederer. Like Guigal, Delas own a lot of
their own vineyards, but for many years they had been a serious underperformer considering the land that
they owned. That all changed with the appointment of Jacques Grange in 1997. Grange was a student
of famed oenologist Jean-Luc Colombo and he turned Delas into a major producer of top quality wine.
The 1998 La Landonne that we’re tasting tonight is 100% Syrah, aged for 16months in 100% new oak.
Michel Chapoutier
One of the wine world’s biggest, er...characters, Michel Chapoutier is loved and loathed in equal measure.
According to some sources, he poured his father’s wines down the drain when he took over the family
domaine in 1977 - so unhappy was he with the quality of wine that his dad had been producing. Yields
were slashed, viticulture became organic and then biodynamic and Michel has turned Chapoutier into one
of the wine world very best addresses. Tonight we’ll taste the 1995 La Mordorée, from a parcel of 90 year
old vines adjacent to Guigal’s La Turque. It was aged for 12months in 100% new oak.
Guigal
The amazing story of Etienne Guigal’s life in wine begins back in 1923, when as a 14 year old boy he was
forced to get a job as a cellar hand at Vidal-Fleury following his father’s death. It was a long way up from
there, but by 1946 Etienne was running the place and decided it was time to set up on his own. For years
he toiled away on the new venture and had enough success that by 1984 he was able to purchase VidalFleury - capping a meteoric rise from the bottom to the very top of the Northern Rhône wine scene. By this
time his some Marcel was running the show and the father son team were responsible for a resurgence in
Côte Rôtie’s fortunes, with single vineyard bottlings of La Mouline, La Turque and La Landonne (the LaLas)
setting new standards for quality. Tonight we will taste all three from the excellent 1998 vintage. The wines are well known for being made from
tiny yields and aged for 42months in 100% new oak. Landonne is 100% Syrah while the other two have a small portion of Viognier in the blend.

